
Task I

Task I: ANATOMY OF HUMAN REPRODUCTION

A. WORD GAME

Objective: To enable the participants to be more comfortable in saying the terms
used in referring to vagina, penis, and sexual intercourse. This would
help the facilitator to determine the specific words to be used that the
participants feel comfortable using.

Allotted Time: 45 mins.

1. Divide the participants into three groups.

2. Post the three sheets of manila paper with label each: A) VAGINA; B) PENIS;
and C) SEXUAL INTERCOURSE.

3. Let the small group stand in front of each posted manila paper and write down
in 30 seconds as many terms they know about the word listed on the corresponding
sheet. The terms could be those that they use or terms they heard from others.

4. Let the participants exchange sheets upon your signal and continue listing the
words that have not been identified yet.

5. After all the terms have been written, post all the sheets in front. Ask all the
participants to read the words aloud together in a different mood as instructed.

6. Then ask the following questions:

a) What have you done as a group?

b) How do you feel while reading/writing these terms? Why?

c) Why were you asked to write and recite these words?

d) What can you note from the terms used to substitute the real words used?
Which words refers to males, to females only?

e) What are the terms that you are comfortable in using, why?

f) What are the terms that you are not comfortable in using, Why?

g) What lessons have we learned from this particular activity? How will you apply
them in our lives?
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manila paper with labels
of penis, vagina, and
sexual intercourse.

Materials
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B. FUN WITH ANATOMY

Objective: The participants/couples shall be able to identify and discuss the
different parts of the male and female reproductive organs and discuss
their respective functions.

Allotted Time: 1 hr.
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Materials
Visual aid – male and
female anatomy, clay,
outline picture of male
and female anatomy,
used folders ,  glueMale Human Anatomy

Urethra

Testis

Epididymis

Female Human Anatomy

Ovary

Vagina

Cervix

Fallopian Tube
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1. Divide the participants into five groups.
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a) Male external reproductive organs

b) Male internal reproductive organs

c) Female external reproductive organs

d) Female internal reproductive organs

e) Breast
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2. Distribute illustrations of the specific organ assigned to each group. Also
distribute used folders, molding clay and pentel pens.

3. Let the participants to either draw their own, mold the parts using clay or stick
the clay on the drawing and label the parts within 10 minutes.

4. Afterwards, let the participants discuss in their respective small group the
functions of the different parts in 5 minutes.

5. Each group presents and discusses its output.

6. Acknowledge the group’s output and clarify, correct misconceptions/information
and explain the part and functions in details using the visual aid (male and
female anatomy).

Note: Encourage the participants to ask questions or share any information
relevant to the discussion.

7. Ask the participants the following:

a) What did we do?

b) How did you feel when you were discussing among yourselves the parts
assigned in your group? Why?

c) How did you feel when the parts were presented and discussed in the whole
group? Why?

d) Why do you think we did this particular activity?

e) What lessons have you learned from this activity? How will you apply them
in your lives?
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Task II

Task II: COUPLES’ PERCEPTION OF FAMILY
PLANNING AND THE DIFFERENT
RISK GROUPS
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Objective: The participants/couples shall be able to discuss the meaning of Family
Planning and the different reasons why they need to practice family
planning.

Allotted Time: 45 mins.

A. MEANING OF FAMILY PLANNING

1. Divide the participants into two groups: male and female.

2. Let each group discuss among themselves the following question: What comes
to your mind when you hear family planning?

3. Let a reporter from each group present its output. Encourage the participants to
share ideas.

4. Write all answers and group similar or related answers to form their perceived
meaning of family planning. Compare it with the standard definition (refer to
notes)

B. RISK GROUPS

1. Ask: What are the reasons or situations when a couple needs to practice family
planning?

You may classify the reasons given based on the following:

a) Too young (woman is below 20 years old)

b) Too old (woman is above 35 years old)

c) Too many (couple has more than 3 children)

d) Too soon (spacing between children is less than 3 years)

e) Too sick (woman has serious illness)

f) Those who do not want to have children but is not listed under the other
reasons

g) Those who want to wait to have another child

h) Those who are not using a program method

i) Those who had mistimed pregnancy

Materials
Visual aid – Standard
meaning of Family
Planning, Reasons for
Family Planning, manila
paper, pentel pens
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2. Consolidate answers of the participants. Discuss with them those that were not
mentioned based on the above reasons or situations. You may use the illustrations
or pictures as indicated. Refer to notes for the discussion guide.

After soliciting ideas from the participants, you show the right answer as illustrated
below,

Example: Too many children (more than 3 children)

a. Too young (woman is below 20 years old)

1) How many of us here had a child before reaching 20 years old?

2) What happens if a woman gets pregnant when she is too young, less than
20 years old?
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b. Too old (woman is above 35 years old)

1) Ideally, at what age should a woman stop bearing children?

2) What happens if a woman gets pregnant when she is more than 35 years
old?
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c. Too many (couple has more than 3 children)

1) Ideally, why do you think a mother would limit the number of children?

2) What do you think will happen to her health if she gets pregnant more that
three times?
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d. Too soon (spacing between children is less than 3 years)

1) How many years do you consider as appropriate spacing between children?

2) What happens if a mother gets pregnant too soon or less than 3 years of
spacing between children?
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e. Too sick (woman has serious illness)

1) What diseases do you consider serious such that pregnancy or childbirth
may result to the eventual death of the mother and/or the baby?

2) What happens to the fetus and the mother herself if she has a serious
disease?
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f. Those who do not want to have children but is not mentioned in the other
reasons

1) If the couple has completed the family size and does not want to have
anymore child, what would they do?

g. Those who want to wait to have another child

1) If the couple has decided to wait having another child, what would they
do?

2) What happens if the couple is not using any family planning method?

h. Those who had mistimed pregnancy

1) What do you do in order to get pregnant only at the right time?
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3. Summarize Task II by posting the 7-column canvass of couples with
unmet needs in front.

a) Ask each couple to stick the figure of a cut-out doll, given to them
earlier, in the column which they think would apply to them.  (Remind
the participants that these cut-out dolls, represent themselves.)

b) When all the couples have posted their cut-out dolls, ask these questions:

• Which column has the least number of couples? Why do you think?

• Which column has the most number of couples? Why do you think?

• How did you feel when you were posting your cut-out dolls? Why?

• Why have we learned from this exercise?

• How will we apply them in our own setting/ situation?

4. Relate this activity to the next task.

Sitio   ________

Petsa  ________

Pregnant Tama ka bata
(Manubo sa 20

anyos ang nanay)

May edad na
(Masobra sa 35 anyos

pataas ang nanay)

Tama ka damu
(Masobra sa 3 ka

bilog ang kabataan)

Tama ka ikit
(Kulang sa 3 ka tuig

ang lang at
pagpamata)

May malala nga
masakit

(Sakit sa korason,
TB, cancer)

Kahimtangan sang pagpaminata sang
mag asawa sa sitio
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